
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Le Dernier Métro : 
Inner Opposition en Premier-Plan 
 
 
“Le Dernier Métro is about lives surrounded by melodrama, being 
lived with as little outward fuss as possible.”1 Vincent Canby’s 
observation adeptly describes the characters in François Truffaut’s 
occupied France. The notion of inner chaos and outer composure 
serves to reveal, as well, the forces at work beyond the actors’ jeu, 
including Truffaut’s mise-en-scène and narrative structure. As the 
actors of the Théâtre Montmartre attempt to maintain illusionary 
façades over problematic secrets, their personal dilemmas are 
echoed in Truffaut’s cinematic narrative contributions. Le Dernier 
Métro, therefore, relies on the sustained tension between interior 
reality and exterior fabrication. 
 Although Truffaut’s Le Dernier Métro is concretely 
situated in France of the early 1940s, neither World War II nor the 
Nazi occupation of France figures indispensably into the film’s 
thematic construction. Truffaut states, in Truffaut par Truffaut, 
that “l’Occupation ne constitue pas un thème en soi mais 
simplement un arrière plan.”2 The Occupation and its Resistance 
act, rather, as historic points de depart from which the struggle of 
apparent composure and clandestine ennui develops. This point is 
most clearly illustrated by the relative security from war enjoyed 
by the theater troupe, reiterating that the conflicts in Le Dernier 
Métro reside with the characters themselves. The film may be 

thought of as “cinema in the first person singular,”3 for each 
character is a self-contained drama, the result of inner 
disquietude kept tenuously in check by a theatrical façade. Like 
the historical setting, “the scenes enacted on the stage of the 
Théâtre Montmartre are permitted to signify only as episodes in 
the overall drama of survival.”4 In this respect, the theater milieu 
and stage productions serve as Hitchcockian “MacGuffins,” used by 
Truffaut to involve the audience and visually elaborate the film’s 
mise-en-scène. 
 Truffaut, “refusing . . . to treat large-scale political or 
social subjects, [prefers] merely to show the repercussions of 
major events on individual human behavior.”5 As acting director of 
the Théâtre Montmartre and its leading lady, Marion Steiner 
wears many hats. Heading a cast of similar characters, Marion best 
exemplifies the film’s thematic interior/exterior opposition as she 
juggles disparate loyalties. Catherine Deneuve’s performance is 
skillfully restrained even as it provides the original and most 
profound source of dramatic tension in Le Dernier Métro. This 
tension results from her passions as well as her stringent self-
composure. Marion loves her husband and falls in love with her 
leading man; yet, her obligations to her husband and her company 
require the repression of her passions and a detached, 



authoritarian control of the theater. Bertrand, the leading man, 
adds to the narrative tension. He is unable, however, to handle his 
personal duality with Marion’s characteristic aplomb. His loyalties 
to the French Resistance leak out through his volatile façade of a 
theatrical professional, much as an adolescent’s rebelliousness 
transgresses feigned maturity. Lucas Steiner, like Bertrand, has 
difficulty maintaining his self-composure in the face of inner 
dilemma. He wants desperately to be free, to participate directly 
in the play’s staging. In the theater basement, Bertrand tells Lucas 
that “being shut up down here is no life.” Steiner replies, “It is a 
life. It’s my life.”6 The notion of imprisonment is transformed into 
a matter of circumstance. Like the directorship imposed upon 
Marion, Lucas must repress his ill-feelings under a façade of 
responsible acceptance, thus increasing the film’s coil of narrative 
tension. 
 Truffaut’s mise-en-scène “translates his themes into 
spatial arrangements and spatial dislocations, and he shapes and 
orders his vision by remaining largely within the physical 
boundaries of a single playhouse.”7 The set constructed for Le 
Dernier Métro tests the limits of the composure that the three 
characters try so ardently to maintain. Marion is constantly 
scrambling about the labyrinthine complex of offices and dressing 
rooms above the theater as she performs her different roles—
director of the theater, wife, actress. Reminiscent of Buster 
Keaton’s trajectory gags, Truffaut puts Marion through a tortuous 
test of façades in a scene of multiple confrontations. In passing 
from the stage, to the basement, to the office, and back to the 
basement, she juggles the roles of actress, Marion Steiner–
Bertrand’s lover, Marion Steiner–Director of the Théâtre 
Montmartre, Marion Steiner–Lucas’s wife. Deneuve performs 
these maneuvers with stoic deftness, even in high heels, 
illustrating the tenacity with which she approaches the challenge 
of her inner opposition. Truffaut’s mise-en-scène portrays the 

male characters in a different light. Both Bertrand and Steiner are 
confined to small spaces: a small dressing room and a basement, 
respectively. Unlike Marion, these two men are inhibited by the 
confinement of the mise-en-scène and, unlike Marion’s 
resourceful response, react violently to their inner oppositions. 
Ironically, Truffaut uses the theater milieu to subvert its theatrical 
importance. “With its . . . kitchens and bathrooms and business 
offices, its marital bed and chambers of assignation, the theatre 
accommodates both the everyday activities and the complex 
emotional transactions of life,” 8  underscoring personal, not 
theatrical, drama. 
 Le Dernier Métro may be considered a film about France 
and the Occupation, or a film about the workings of a war-strained 
theater, but underneath these allusive layers is the more relevant, 
if not more universal, theme of self-control in the wake of inner 
turmoil. For Truffaut, “qui avait huit ans au début de la guerre et 
douze ans à la Liberation,” 9 the war is truly en arrière-plan. 
Considering the denouement, the relegation of history to the 
status of a narrative frame and the promotion of inner drama to 
premier-plan justifies the “open” ending that would be thought 
facile if viewed from any other perspective. “As in any fictional 
narrative, alternative endings are always available, and the 
happiest at least as arbitrary as the most doleful.”10 Truffaut, in 
fact, provides several options. The staged trompe l’oeil brings the 
narrative to a hermetic, albeit unsatisfactory, closure. But Truffaut 
saves the true finale for the curtain call. As Marion, Bertrand, and 
Lucas take their long-overdue bows, they shed their façades, 
releasing the tautly wound coil of subtextual tension. The 
audience smiles with the actors, enjoying the resolution of 
“dramatic” conflict. Le Dernier Métro leaves questions 
unanswered, yet no one minds. For, like life’s grace, happy endings 
are as sweet as they are rare. 
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